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**EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:** Complex early seral forests (CESFs) occupy sites with forest potential that occur in time and space between a stand-replacement disturbance and re-establishment of a closed-forest canopy. Such young forests contain biological legacies missing from, or deficient in, those produced by commercial forestry operations. In the Sierra Nevada, CESFs provide habitat for dependent species like Black-backed Woodpeckers and are most often generated by mixed-severity fires, which always include patches burned at high severity. There are no inventories of CESFs in the Sierra Nevada, a region known for exceptional levels of endemic species and high levels of species richness across taxa. Ecologically detrimental management of forests at opposite ends of the successional continuum – early and late – may be creating a successional debt that is compromising the region’s globally outstanding ecology. Thus, we provide some basic characteristics of CESFs, distinguish them from early seral generated by logging, and offer 11 principles for development of best management practices to aid Forest Service managers in forest plan revisions underway in three Sierra Nevada forests (Sierra, Sequoia, Inyo). Implementing these principles may help the Forest Service better comply with the new forest planning rule’s emphasis on ecological integrity. Importantly, the Forest Service needs to conduct an inventory of CESFs to determine historical and baseline levels to assess representation of CESFs in the planning area, designate Black-backed Woodpeckers as a “Species of Conservation Concern,” and manage CESFs for ecological integrity through prohibitions on post-fire logging and livestock grazing. CESFs do not need “rehabilitation,” particularly if they have originated from a natural disturbance in late-seral forests rich in biological legacies. To accomplish ecological integrity goals managers should adjust traditional conifer-centric views in these forests to allow for natural successional processes to operate.
SIERRA NEVADA: A GLOBALLY OUTSTANDING ECOREGION

The Sierra Nevada ecoregion spans some 63,111 km$^2$ along a north-south axis in California, and the USDA Forest Service manages the majority of montane forests in this region (Davis and Stoms 1996). The ecoregion is widely regarded as having one of the most diverse temperate coniferous forest ecosystems in the world and its conservation status is considered critically endangered due to extensive forest fragmentation and other land-use stressors (Ricketts et al. 1999). With 20% of California’s land base, the Sierra Nevada ecoregion includes about half of the State’s 7,000 plus species (Ricketts et al. 1999). An extraordinary assortment of vegetation types and diverse forest successional (seral) stages from forests recently disturbed by natural events to old-growth forests adds to the region’s importance. For instance, based on potential vegetation mapping, the USDA Forest Service (2008) classified 25 conifer, 23 hardwood forest/woodland types, 34 shrub and chaparral, 5 herbaceous, and 6 non-native alliances that vary in their distribution based on elevation, slope, aspect, and soils. Plant alliances mix together at zones of overlap resulting in high levels of beta diversity. There are exceptional levels of endemic plants (e.g., ~ 405 vascular plants are endemic and 218 taxa are rare; Shevock 1996) especially in the southern Sierra, and some of the highest levels of mammal endemism in North America (Ricketts et al. 1999). Notably, areas with high concentrations of endemic species (endemic foci) are a conservation concern because the restricted distribution of many endemics predisposes them to a high likelihood of extinction from site specific to cumulative habitat losses. Thus, given the global importance of the Sierra Nevada, many scientists and the public expect a high level of protection and stewardship in forest planning.
While much of the conservation attention in the Sierra Nevada has focused on iconic conifers like giant sequoia (*Sequoiadendron giganteum*) and old-growth forests generally, complex early seral forests (hereafter, CESFs) created by stand-replacing fire, or lower intensity disturbances such as fires, insects, and windthrow, are underappreciated for their unique biodiversity (Swanson et al. 2010), and, as such, CESFs are not even included as a habitat type in any current vegetation mapping used by the Forest Service (e.g., California Wildlife Habitat Relations). Thus, our objective is to call attention to this neglected natural successional stage as a submission to the public record for the so-called “early adopter forests” (Sierra, Sequoia, Inyo) of the new forest planning rule. We pose seven questions for land managers to consider with respect to forest plan revisions: (1) what are CESFs; (2) should the Black-backed Woodpecker (*Picoides arcticus*) be a Species of Conservation Concern exemplary of these forests (it is currently a management indicator species); (3) how big of a threat is fire to California Spotted Owls (*Strix occidentailis occidentalis*) that use CESFs? (4) how are CESFs currently managed and is management consistent with ecological integrity approaches called for in the planning rule; (5) how does fire influence occurrence and structure of CESFs; (6) how might climate change affect CESFs; and (7) what does the best science recommend for maintaining ecological integrity in these forests? This paper provides a regionally specific application of general concepts pertaining to CESFs as reviewed by Swanson et al. (2010).
WHAT ARE COMPLEX EARLY SERAL FORESTS?

Northwest Yosemite National Park, 2134 m elevation along Tioga road between Crane Flat and Tuolumne Meadows. Mixed-conifer unmanaged forest in the photo includes sugar pine, white fir, incense cedar, Jeffrey pine. Photo taken in 2009, 3 years postfire (M. Swanson)

CESFs are “ecosystems that occupy potentially forested sites in time and space between a stand-replacement disturbance and re-establishment of a closed forest canopy.” (Swanson et al. 2010)

Early seral ecosystems are rich in post-disturbance legacies (e.g., large live and dead trees, downed logs – photo), and post-fire vegetation (e.g., native fire-following shrubs, flowers, natural conifer regeneration), that provide important habitat for countless species and differ from those created by logging that are deficient in biological legacies and many other key ecological
attributes (Table 1). Thus, to distinguish early seral forests from logged early seral, the term “complex” is used in association with early seral produced by natural disturbances.

Table 1. Differences between early seral systems produced by natural disturbance processes vs. logging. For natural disturbances, assume that a disturbance originates from within a late-successional forest as legacies are maintained throughout succession. For logged sites, assume site preparation includes conifer plantings but no herbicides, which, if also applied, would magnify noted differences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Regeneration Harvest or Postfire Logged</th>
<th>Natural Disturbance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moonlight postfire logging 2009 (D. Bevington)</td>
<td>Star fire 2008 unmanaged (D. Bevington)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large trees</td>
<td>rare</td>
<td>abundant and widely distributed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large snags/downed logs</td>
<td>rare</td>
<td>abundant and widely distributed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understory</td>
<td>dense conifer plantings followed by sparse vegetation as conifer crowns close (usually within 15-20 years depending on site productivity)</td>
<td>varied and rich flora</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Species composition | few species mostly commercially stocked, deer initially abundant then excluded as conifer crowns close | varied and rich flora, rich invertebrates and birds, abundant deer

Structural complexity | simplified | highly complex; many biological legacies

Soils and below-ground processes | compacted and reduced mycorrhizae | complex and functional below ground mats

Genetic diversity | low due to emphasis on commercial species and nursery genomes | complex and varied

Ecosystem processes (predation, pollination) | moderate initially then sparse as conifer crowns close; limited food web dynamics | rich pollinators and complex food web dynamics

Susceptibility to invasives | moderate to high depending on site preparation, soil disturbances, livestock, road densities (see McGinnis et al. 2011) | low due to resistance by diverse and abundant native species and low soil disturbances

Disturbance frequency | commercial rotations (40-100 years or so) | varied and complex

Landscape heterogeneity | low | high; shifting mosaics and disturbance dynamics

Ecological integrity | low | high

Resilience/resistance to climate change | low due to nursery stock genomes but conifer plantings can be adjusted for locally anticipated climate envelopes | varied and complex genomes allow for resilience and resistance to climate change

This paper focuses only on CESFs created by disturbances in mixed conifer forests, the dominant forest type in this region. Mixed conifer forests are found along the west slopes of the Sierra Nevada at mid elevations (760-1400 m, northern) ascending to higher
elevations south (915-3050 m; Chang 1996) and along upper elevations on the east slopes of the range. There are three types that differ in dominant tree species: (1) white fir \((Abies concolor)\)-Jeffrey pine \((Pinus jeffrei)\)-lodgepole pine \((P. contorta)\); (2) Pacific Douglas-fir \((Pseudotsuga menziesii menziesii)\) and ponderosa pine \((P. ponderosa)\); at lower elevations); and (3) mid-elevation Douglas-fir. These more typical conifers mix with sugar pine \((P. lambertiana)\), incense cedar \((Calocedrus decurrens)\), and patches of giant sequoia as well as upper elevation Great Basin shrubs and black oak \((Quercus kelloggii)\). In drier low-elevation forests, fires are reoccurring and are often low severity, but will have significant mixed-severity effects (USDA 1911); mid to upper elevations and mesic forests are characterized by mixed-severity fires that include patches of high severity, and have variable return intervals (15-130 years; North 2013). Notably, on the west slopes, most of the forests are mid-sized with average diameters of 30-60 cm dbh and areas with larger average diameters (>60 cm dbh; North 2013); nearly half of the mixed conifer in the giant sequoia type is classified as late seral (Living Assessment 2013). Additional work is needed to cover the range of forest and non-forest types by seral stages as inventories for CESFs are lacking.
SHOULD BLACK-BACKED WOODPECKERS BE A SPECIES OF CONSERVATION CONCERN FOR CESFs?³

“I believe it would be difficult to find a forest-bird species more restricted to a single vegetation cover type… than the Black-backed Woodpecker is to early post-fire conditions…”

Richard Hutto (1995:1050)

No other vertebrate species exemplifies a burned-snag-forest specialist like the Black-backed Woodpecker, a “keystone species” and important primary excavator of nesting holes for itself and other cavity-nesting birds and mammals (Tarbill 2010). It also is one of the most highly selective bird species not only with respect to using burned or otherwise naturally disturbed CESFs, but also targeting specific nesting and foraging snags within a stand – their optimal habitat is dense conifer forest with high basal area of medium and large trees (e.g., mature and old-growth) that has been severely burned, or which has experienced high mortality from beetles, and has been protected from post-disturbance logging (Hutto 2006, 2008; Hanson and North 2008, Tarbill 2010, Siegel et al. 2012). Black-backed Woodpeckers can only effectively use a snag forest for a few years (typically 7 or 8) after it is created, and densities typically decline steeply after about 4 or 5 years following fire (Siegel et al. 2011). Thus, they depend upon the future occurrence of high-intensity natural disturbance to constantly replenish their habitat and

³ Note – this section is adapted and excerpted from a petition to list this species under the Endangered Species Act currently in front of the Secretary of Interior for review.
are highly sensitive to post-fire logging, which tends to eliminate, or severely degrade, suitable habitat (Hanson and North 2008, Hutto 2008, Siegel et al. 2012 [Fig. 10—near total avoidance of clearcut salvage logged areas in a radiotelemetry study]).

Unfortunately, due to lack of habitat protection and fire suppression, Black-backed Woodpeckers have become increasingly rare. For example, these birds in the Sierra Nevada were once described as “numerous” historically but are now considered “rare,” and their optimal habitat there has shrunk to a fraction of historical conditions (Hanson et al. 2012). Several recent analyses of Black-backed Woodpecker populations in the Sierra Nevada estimate <600 nesting pairs occurring in burned forests, and several hundred pairs or at most several thousand in green forests (Bond et al. 2012; Appendix C Table 7 page 116). Importantly, the remaining pairs have little or no protection on most of the area that they inhabit, and are under mounting pressure from logging practices (postfire) that prevent high-quality woodpecker habitat from being created on the landscape, or to remove it once created.

Historical and current post-fire logging is the greatest threat facing this woodpecker and, more broadly, the burned forest system its presence represents. Moreover, widespread fire suppression, forest restoration thinning, and fire/beetle-prevention thinning projects decrease the potential for new habitat to be created by natural disturbances because those activities are aimed at eliminating mixed- and high-severity fires. The reduction in tree density substantially degrades habitat quality when those thinned stands eventually do burn in a subsequent wildland fire (Hutto 2008). Finally, fire and beetle prevention projects that lower the density of larger trees (which most do) also degrade the older
unburned forests used by the Black-backed Woodpecker when burned forest is temporarily unavailable (Siegel et al. 2011).

Post-fire occupancy by Black-backed Woodpeckers also is correlated to fire severity and forest density/maturity, with the woodpeckers strongly selecting areas with the highest densities of medium and large snags (Hanson and North 2008, Tarbill 2010, Siegel et al. 2012).

Given the tight association between these woodpeckers and CESFs, it is reasonable to assume that this species is an indicator (or focal species) of CESFs in the Sierra Nevada. Conifer forest types that are potentially used by Black-backed Woodpeckers in the Sierra Nevada region include mid- and upper-montane conifer forests (Figure 1, panel a). Post-fire habitat since 1984 within these conifer forest types on public lands is scarce (Figure 1, panel b) as it is often logged (private lands were not included since they are usually immediately logged post-fire). Similarly, moderate to high-severity fire habitat, equating to ~ >50% mortality (RdNBR >574—see Hanson et al. 2010) on public lands in the most recent fires for which there are fire severity data (2001-2010, panel c, and the most recent 5 years with fire severity data – panel d) is also rare.

Figure 1. (a) Forest types used by Black-backed Woodpeckers in the Sierra Nevada management region, (b) fires since 1984 within the relevant forest types (private lands not included since they are rapidly logged), (c) moderate/high-severity fires resulting in >50% mortality (RdNBR >574--see Hanson et al. 2010) of forests on public lands within the relevant forest types in the most recent decade for which there are fire severity data
(2001-2010) (i.e., both high quality Black-backed Woodpecker habitat and moderate/low quality (older) habitat combined); and (d) moderate/high-severity fire on public lands within the relevant forest types in the most recent 5-year period for which fire severity data are available.

Notably, the new planning rule provides guidance to forest managers to use focal species as a means for maintaining species diversity and wildlife population viability. In particular, the planning rule refers managers to focal species approaches that were recommended by the Committee of Scientists (1999) to provide insights into the integrity of the larger ecosystem to which a particular species belongs. As demonstrated here, CESFs are a neglected and rare seral stage that provides habitat for dependent species like Black-backed Woodpeckers on the decline because burned habitat is most often logged. Given this woodpecker already is an indicator species of burned forests in the Sierra Nevada (Living Assessments 2013), and given its rarity and threats to its persistence (Hanson et al. (2012), forest managers should designate this woodpecker as a Species of Conservation Concern and step up monitoring and protection of its CESF in the Sierra Nevada.
How Big of a Threat is Fire to California Spotted Owls?

Photo of California spotted owl on snag in the McNally Fire area, California – M. Bond

The California Spotted Owl is designated as a management indicator species for all national forests in the Sierra Nevada. Available evidence and knowledge of spotted owl ecology across all three subspecies (Mexican, California, Northern; Bond et al. 2002, Jenness et al. 2004, Clark 2007, Roberts 2008, Bond et al. 2009, Roberts et al. 2011, Lee et al. 2012) show that owls tolerate some degree of moderate to high-severity fire within territories, and in some cases, appear to prefer foraging in severely burned stands as long as a burned territory is capable of supporting a pair of owls, whereas owls avoid post-fire logged areas.

Managing CESFs for high levels of ecological integrity may therefore provide important prey habitat for California Spotted Owls, a species that the Forest Service assumes is threatened by high-severity fire (Living Assessments 2013). However, the owl is known to occur and reproduce in territories burned at all fire severities in this region, and preferentially selects high-severity fire areas for foraging (Bond et al. 2009). California spotted owl reproduction has been found to be 60% higher in unmanaged mixed-severity fire areas than in unburned forests (Roberts 2008), and mixed-severity fire (with an average of 32% high severity) does not reduce spotted owl occupancy, though post-fire logging may precipitate territory extinction (Clark 2007, Lee et al. 2012). Thus, protecting CESFs from postfire logging would benefit California Spotted Owls in this region.
HOW ARE CESF HABITATS CURRENTLY MANAGED?

Post-disturbance management of CESFs has most often included post-disturbance (salvage) logging followed by intense site preparation, including burning of slash piles with associated soil disturbances, reseeding with grasses (often introducing invasive species inadvertently), use of straw-bales and other erosion prevention methods, herbicides to reduce shrub competition with conifers, planting with conifer nursery stock, and livestock grazing (Swanson et al. 2010, Long et al. 2013; Table 1, photo plates below). These activities remove or severely degrade CESFs or, at a minimum, can delay or limit the duration of CESFs (Paine et al. 1998, Swanson et al. 2010), contributing to “landscape traps,” whereby entire landscapes are shifted into, and then maintained (trapped) in, a highly altered state as the result of cumulative impacts (Lindenmayer et al. 2011). Thus, given the importance of the Sierra Nevada in general, and the values inherent to CESFs, these forests require proper stewardship, particularly to meet the intent of the new planning rule regarding its emphasis on ecological integrity and to limit cumulative effects of multiple, and often chronic, land-use disturbances in these developing forests.
The new forest planning rule directs the Forest Service to include ecological integrity in forest plan revisions (Living Assessment 2013), and, from an ecosystem perspective, managers wanting to implement an ecosystem integrity approach will need to determine historical and current representation of the full range of natural seral stages across the planning area to comply with the forest planning rules emphasis on diversity. Under-representation of any of these stages (from early to mid to late) would reflect shortcomings in ecological integrity approaches, and landscape-scale indices are needed to monitor extent of seral stages and their distributions in forest planning using a combination of baseline (reconstruction) and forecasting approaches (see below). Notably, recent studies (e.g., Fontaine et al. 2009, Donato et al. 2012) have shown that avian use of post-burn sites is highest if the pre-burn site maintains biological legacies (large trees, snags, down logs) that “lifeboat” important ecosystem functions across seral stages. Thus, from a management standpoint, intense pre- or post-disturbance logging of seral stages can create a long-term successional debt that eliminates legacies essential for maintaining ecological integrity across forest seral stages (DellaSala et al. 2011).

**Ecological integrity** – “the quality or condition of an ecosystem when its dominant ecological characteristics (for example, composition, structure, function, connectivity, and species composition and diversity) occur within the natural range of variation and can withstand and recover from most perturbations imposed by natural environmental dynamics or human influence.” Forest Planning Rule 36 CFR 219.19
Determining the appropriate representation and distribution of CESFs in a planning area will require “back-casting” designed to reconstruct an historical baseline by combining age-structure reconstructions (e.g., from either FIA plot data or General Land Surveys from the 1800s, see techniques in Baker 2012 and Williams and Baker 2012) with fire scar data (although this requires rigorous sampling designs to address variability in tree scaring from fire, and cannot address historic high-severity fire occurrence) to allow reconstruction of historical fire severity. Historical baselines can then be compared to current and future projected conditions under a changing climate in order to determine appropriate levels of CESFs and other seral stages in a planning area. This information is lacking for the Sierra Nevada and should be included in Living Assessments underway by the Forest Service.

**HOW DOES FIRE INFLUENCE CESFS?**

![California (USA) U.S. Forest Service Vegetation Burn Severity (1984-2007)](image)

- **High:** Represents areas where the dominant vegetation has high to complete mortality.
- **Low:** Represents areas of surface fire with little change in cover and little mortality of the structurally dominant vegetation.
- **Moderate:** This severity class is between low and high and means there is a mixture of effects on the structurally dominant vegetation.
- **Unchanged:** This means the area one year after the fire was indistinguishable from pre-fire conditions. This does not always indicate the area did not burn.

Figure 2. Differences in fire severity across the Sierra Nevada using vegetation burn severity data from (1984-2007)
Fire is nature’s architect in the Sierra Nevada and it varies widely (Figure 2) depending on topography, vegetation, fuels, and climatic factors. Fire regimes most likely to generate CESFs include variable interval and intensity fires in upper montane red fir (Abies magnifica); very-long-interval, stand-replacement fires in moist mixed-conifer and white fir (Abies concolor) forests; and variable (both short and long interval) stand-replacement fires in Douglas-fir and lodgepole pine forests (Chang 1996). Fire therefore is an important pathway to CESFs, whether partially, as in low to moderate fire intensities that create fine-scaled heterogeneity (e.g., canopy gaps where succession is reset) at the stand level, or mixed intensity that creates coarse-grained heterogeneity at the landscape level.

Fire and management effects on CESFs in the Sierra Nevada (photo plates).

*Star Fire of 2001, Northern Sierra unmanaged with forbs on left (2008; D. Bevington) and natural conifer re-establishment on right (2012; C. Hanson).*
Storrie fire of 2000, S. Cascades, unmanaged with snags and forbs on left (C. Hanson taken in 2007) and Dinkey post-fire thin on west slope of southern Sierra on the right (C. Hanson 2012)

Postfire logged portions of Freds fire in the Eldorado National Forest showing lack of nitrogen-fixing shrubs (left) and presence of Klamath weed (Hypericum perfoliatum) and many readily ignitable, invasive grasses (right) (D. Odion, August 2011).

Although views on fire are gradually shifting, the Forest Service has attempted to mimic the lower severities of mixed-severity fires mechanically or via prescribed fire in mid- to upper-elevation mixed conifer forests. Management aimed at stopping large fires that historically and currently produce landscape heterogeneity continues through widespread mechanical fuel treatments or fire suppression designed to lower the susceptibility of forest ecosystems to high-severity burns. And while there are desired social and cultural
benefits in reducing risks to crown-fire damage in iconic forests such as giant sequoia and in the wildland-urban interface, this has come with consequences to CESFs as sequoia depend, in part, on mixed- to high-severity fires. In addition, traditional views on high-severity fire as a destructive force that is increasing in frequency and extent have been challenged more recently\(^4\) due to concerns about the importance of post-burned landscapes and data limitations of current fire studies (Odion and Hanson 2006, 2008).

### HOW MIGHT CLIMATE CHANGE AFFECT CESF HABITATS?

*A Mediterranean climate dominates the Sierra Nevada <2134 m elevation, characterized by hot dry summers and cool to cold wet winters.\(^5\)*

Higher-elevation regions generally have two major climate types: cool interior climate and highland climate\(^6\). Climatic conditions are influenced by elevation, slope, and aspect: South-facing slopes are warmer and drier; North-facing slopes cooler and wetter. West-facing slopes can also be wetter than east-facing due to orographic effects and maritime influences occurring mainly on the westside of the range.

Vegetation communities generally follow this variability in climate along topo-edaphic gradients ranging from low-elevation desert and chaparral to oak woodlands and mixed

---

\(^4\) [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BmTq8vGAVo&feature=youtu.be](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BmTq8vGAVo&feature=youtu.be)


conifer forests at low-mid to upper elevations and high-elevation subalpine forests and alpine areas where the majority of snowfall occurs.

Forest fragmentation and climate change have been identified as key issues for forest planning in the Sierra Nevada (Living Assessment 2013). Indeed, the climate of the Sierra Nevada is changing and it is unequivocally caused by greenhouse gas emissions from burning of fossil fuels, deforestation and forest degradation, and other factors operating at global and regional scales. In the past century the Sierra Nevada have experienced climate changes (California Energy Commission 2006). Since the 1980s at least, the region has experienced an increase in monthly minimum temperatures of 3° C with effects differing across elevations (Jardine and Long 2013). Annual number of days with below-freezing temperatures in higher elevations is decreasing with more rain and less snowfall mainly in northern latitudes of the ecoregion, while the number of extreme heat days at lower elevations is increasing (Safford et al. 2012, Harpold et al. 2012). Snowmelt occurs 5 to 30 days earlier than decades ago, and peak stream flows have been occurring 5 to 15 days sooner. Some have projected that the onset of fire season could be extended as a result in low- to mid-elevation conifer forests (Safford et al. 2012). Regional climate models project further decreases in mountain snowpack, earlier snowmelt and peak stream flows, and greater drought severity (Overpeck et al. 2012). Such climatic changes are likely to affect the lower elevation ponderosa pine, which is projected to extend upward, and red fir or subalpine projected to lose much of its climate envelope in the coming century (Living Assessment 2013). It is unclear how such changes will affect CESFs; however, if fire increases in severity or frequency (Miller et
al. 2009 and Miller and Safford 2012 – note these studies excluded severe fire early in their time period of analysis by not using pre-burn vegetation mapping and by omitting some fires) this could provide more opportunities for development of CESFs. This assumes there is not a concomitant increase in post-fire logging, and that fire suppression activities either cannot keep up with the pace of climate-related fire events or prove ineffective due to the increasing influence of climate as a top-down driver of fire behavior. On the other hand, a number of climate models predict decreasing fire activity in these forests—even as temperatures increase—due to increasing precipitation, including summer precipitation and changes in vegetation (McKenzie et al. 2004, Krawchuk et al. 2009).

In addition to climate change, land-use stressors can magnify effects to forest communities and their resistance and resilience to change. For instance, Thorne et al. (2008) documented significant regional changes due to climate and land-use practices resulting in greater levels of disturbance (compared to historical), and substantial (42%) changes in cover types with largest gains in montane hardwood, Douglas-fir, and annual grasslands and biggest losses in low-elevation hardwoods (particularly blue oak, *Quercus douglasii*), woodland, chaparral, and upper elevation conifers like red fir. Millar (1996) also identified three paramount influences on Sierra Nevada ecosystems: (1) climate change and shifting hydrological patterns; (2) dense forests; and (3) rapidly expanding human populations.
WHAT DOES THE BEST SCIENCE SUGGEST FOR MANAGING CESF TO ACHIEVE ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY OBJECTIVES?

*Photo: E. Frost*

The forest-planning rule directs the Forest Service to take an all lands approach to forest management, given that factors influencing a planning area occur at large spatial scales and the emergence of climate change requires coordinated actions across jurisdictions. For instance, Region 5 has been emphasizing management and restoration to achieve ecosystem resilience to climate, and this approach can be integrated with the planning rule’s emphasis on ecological integrity. Because CESFs represent a neglected seral stage that is subject to post-disturbance logging across ownerships, managers need to implement a set of best principles for maintaining ecological integrity and associated species in this important forest type. We provide 11 principles for development of best management practices in these forests.
Principle 1 - “Rehabilitation” is not needed in complex early seral forests. Fire acts as a natural restorative agent for these forests by resetting the successional clock and providing habitat for disturbance-dependent species like Black-backed Woodpeckers. Just because they lack live trees initially and are populated by dead trees, does not mean they require site rehabilitation or are “unhealthy” forests.

Principle 2 – Limit postfire restoration to early seral forests previously degraded by logging, grazing, and other stressors. Restoration approaches should identify comparable areas of high ecological integrity (e.g., unmanaged CESFs) to serve as a baseline or reference condition from which to restore degraded areas (e.g., burned plantations), and this should be followed with effectiveness monitoring in an adaptive management sense.

Principle 3 – Reduce land-use stressors that compromise the integrity of CESFs. This means focusing pre-fire “restoration” harvests to within or near the wildlands-urban interface, prohibiting post-fire logging, reseeding, conifer plantings, erosion prevention
methods (except where a concern for property or loss of life due to mass wasting events), road building, livestock grazing, and use of herbicides or insecticides as these activities serve to compound human-imposed disturbances (Paine et al. 1998, Lindenmayer et al. 2011). Cumulative land-use disturbances also affect the ecological integrity of CESFs and encourage conifer establishment at the expense of diverse vegetation and wildlife communities. We encourage the Forest Service to see the forest for more than just the trees and to go beyond conifer-centric views on early seral.

**Principle 4 – Extend the early seral stage in forest plantations.** Once conifer crowns have closed, understory vegetation is eliminated due to competition with conifers and low light levels. Forest managers can extend the early seral stage in areas that have previously been converted to plantations through creation of canopy gaps (e.g., through snag creation and felling trees to create downed log habitat) and variable-spaced thinning of small trees, providing a mixture of habitat for some closed canopy species and early seral dependents. As trees mature, snags can be created and felled to help meet coarse woody debris requirements for wildlife and increase structural complexity so that subsequent natural fire disturbance can produce a more natural post-disturbance landscape in the future.

**Principle 5 – Reduce the successional debt across forest seral stages.** Managers should retain biological legacies following fires such that the ensuing early seral stage remains complex and lifeboats important functions throughout seral stages.

**Principle 6 - Manage for mixed- and high-severity fires in mid to upper elevation areas, as these fires are a primary source for recruitment of CESFs.** This means acknowledging the importance of high-severity patches rather than suppressing them
through pre-suppression mechanical means or fire suppression as is the status quo approach in the Sierra Nevada. There needs to be a continuum of management intensity, which runs from the wildland-urban interface to less-disturbed forests.

**Principle 7 – Determine historical, current, and projected future distributions and spatio-temporal extent of CESFs as well as other seral stages across the planning area.** Use back-casting and forecasting techniques to determine appropriate representation goals for seral stages and for maintaining ecological integrity and habitat diversity implicit in the new forest planning rule.

**Principle 8 - Set adaptable objectives for CESFs and reach them.** These can be set based on Principles 6 and 7.

**Principle 9 – Designate the Black-backed Woodpeckers a “Species of Conservation Concern.”** Continue and expand upon current monitoring efforts and, in partnership with the US Fish & Wildlife Service and species experts, determine how best to meet population viability and habitat needs of this important CESF species.

**Principle 10 – Protect large old forest structures across seral stages, and retain dense, old forests.** Large old forest structures take decades to centuries to develop and forest management has otherwise created a successional debt from intensive high-grade logging. Moreover, data indicate that some rare CESF species, such as the Black-backed Woodpecker, rely not merely upon higher-severity fire areas but upon dense, mature/old forests that have recently experienced such fire (Hutto 1995, 2006, 2008, Hanson and North 2008, Tarbill 2010, Siegel et al. 2012). Key conservation recommendations include maintenance of dense, old forests to provide high-quality habitat when such areas
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experience mixed-severity fire, or snag pulses from beetles or competition among conifers (Bond et al. 2012).

**Principle 11 – Adopt comprehensive restoration approaches for CESFs.** This starts with a restoration needs assessment (DellaSala et al. 2003) to evaluate primary drivers of ecosystem degradation and best practices aimed at reducing those specific stressors. Examples include removal of livestock, weed abatement measures, road closures and obliteration, and reintroduction of fire. These measures can be active or passive depending on site-specific needs and should always be followed with well-funded monitoring.

**CONCLUSIONS**

*Fred's fire area (burned in 2004), Eldorado National Forest, Photographed August 2011 (D. Odion)*

The new forest planning rule and its emphasis on ecological integrity, wildlife habitat diversity, and climate change adaptation provides the Forest Service with a unique opportunity to revise forest plans in the Sierra Nevada according to the primary and cumulative threats that these forests now face – climate change and land-use stressors. To manage for ecological integrity, the Forest Service needs to determine the appropriate seral stage distributions, extent, and spatio-temporal occurrence of CESFs within the context of all
seral stages to allow for their full representation in the planning area, particularly the rare ones that occupy opposite ends of the forest-successional continuum (CESFs and late seral). This also means conducting field inventories to locate endemic species and other species that may be sensitive to mechanical treatments in these forests, allowing for wildland fires to burn in mixed to high severities at mid to upper elevations, and for insect and forest pathogens to operate on forests within their natural range of variation.

Clearly, climate change introduces uncertainties regarding how fire and other disturbance agents will operate on these forests and whether this will increase or further reduce CESFs remains to be seen. And, while managing for resilient ecosystems is a desired ecological objective of adaptation planning, the Forest Service (outside the WUI) needs to examine whether a policy of even more mechanical and fire suppression activities is consistent with ecosystem resilience, given fires may become increasingly driven by climatic factors and less so by fuels, and that further suppression of fires comes with ecological costs to integrity and resilience. Forest managers must prepare for change by first and foremost limiting the main factor that can be managed with respect to ecological integrity – land-use stressors. By reducing land-use stressors, forests of all seral stages will have their best chance of adapting to climate change in the long run. This also means an interconnected landscape of related seral stages to allow for climate-forced wildlife movements to occur unimpeded by roads, clearcuts, and other management disturbances.

The 11 principles developed for best management practices would provide for resilient ecosystems under a changing climate. In the meantime, implementing best practices in
CESFs would allow the three National Forests in this globally outstanding ecoregion to adapt to accelerating climate change and increasing human development in the surroundings. In closing, we recommend that the Forest Service adopt the 11 principles for best management in forest plan revisions. We urge the agency to include the ecology of natural systems more prominently in forest planning particularly the ecological importance and rarity of unlogged CESFs that should be placed in the context of other rare land cover types for explicit conservation purposes.
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